Structure determination of weakly bound OCS clusters is a challenging problem due to many low energy isomers on the potential energy surface. The premier tool for studying these clusters is high-resolution infrared spectroscopy, as it can be used to analyze non-polar clusters. Following the analysis of high-resolution IR spectra of clusters formed in a molecular beam expansion of OCS there were some outstanding questions about the structures of the observed clusters. The chirped-pulse Fourier transform microwave spectrum in the 3-9 GHz frequency range was measured for a pulsed molecular beam of OCS in neon (1%). All 13 C, 18 O and 34 S isotopologues of the previously detected OCS trimer have been observed in natural abundance in the 3-9 GHz band using chirped-pulse Fourier transform microwave spectroscopy. The structure of this trimer features a barrel-shaped structure with two aligned and one anti-aligned OCS monomers. A new OCS trimer is also observed for the first time, and its structure is consistent with a barrel-shaped structure with 3 aligned monomers.
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Using the infrared spectrum for guidance, a spectrum corresponding to a polar OCS tetramer has been assigned. This cluster has a similar barrel-like structure but with an additional tilted OCS monomer added to the top of the barrel. All 13 C and 34 S isotopologues have been assigned for the tetramer. However, due to sign ambiguities in Kraitchman's equations, and small rotational constant differences between aligned and anti-aligned combinations of OCS molecules in the trimer barrel, absolute structural assignment is indeterminate without additional constraints. Therefore a combinatoric approach was used to compute the most reasonable tetramer structure using distance and sign constraints between pairs of carbon and sulfur coordinates, assuming the experimental OCS monomer structure. Results of this approach will be presented, as well as a comparison of the experimental results with the most recent ab initio structures for the OCS tetramer.
